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INTRODUCTION 
Q-switched Iasers are often used as a non-contact uHrasound source in non-destructive 
evaluation (NDE) of materials [1]. Q-switched Iasers typically have ns pulse durations and 
generate broadband uHrasound waves, though Ionger Iaser pulses, of 100 microseconds or 
greater, have also been used [2] for NDE. These Iongerpulses tend to produce somewhat lower 
center frequencies than do Q-switched pulses, though they are still a broadband source. But it 
would be desirable in some NDE applications to narrow the signal bandwidth to improve the 
signal to noise ration (SNR), and also to have direct control over the center frequency of the 
generated ultrasound. In principle, this may be achieved by temporal [3,4] or spatial modulation 
[5,6] of the Iaser pulse, or both [7]. The purpose of this work was to develop a numerical model 
of a single, tem porally modulated Iaser source of ultrasound in the thermoelastic regime, for 
isotropic metals. 
While many models of Q-switched Iaser pulses have been developed [8, 9, 10], few 
numerical results for temporal modulation can be found in the literature. Limited results have 
been shown, for example by Spicer et al. [11), but they did not consider a wide range of 
conditions. Here, frequencies of 500KHz, 1 MHz, and 5 MHz were studied numerically, at 
various observation angles from the source. The numerical results indicate that for dilational 
waves at any point in space, the degree of enhancement from temporal modulation depends on 
the orientation of the ultrasound sensor. SV waves do not show this same sensitivity. The 
numerical results shown here have not yet been compared to experiment, but they do indicate 
the same trends that were obtained experimentally by Pierce [12] and Pierce et al. [13]. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A three dimensional half-space with cylindrical symmetry is shown in Figure l. The 
goveming equations of dynamic thermoelasticity are [14] 
T = temperature 
Ti = initial temperature 
8 = T-Ti 
k = thermal conductivity 
a = thermal diffusivity 
'tR = thermal relaxation constant 
eH = Jal'tR = heat wave speed 
r = coefficient ofthermal expansion 
V = urir + wiz = displacement 
A., Jl = Lame constants 
p = density 
c5 = JJllp 
CL= j(A.+2Jl)/p 
ßo = r (3- 4c§lc[) 
e = dilation 
ro = rotation 
For the half-space, the necessary boundary conditions on stress and heat flux are 
crr · izj = 0 
J z = 0 
ael 
-kdz =q"(r,t). 
z=O 
Also, the solutions for displacement and temperature must vanish as z -t oo. 
Numerical solutions were obtained using simultaneaus Hankel and Laplace transforms, on 
radius randtimet respectively. These transforms were applied to the Helmholtz decomposed 
displacement field, 
(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
and the tem perature field. Once the displacement field is decomposed according to Equation 4, 
and then Hankel-Laplace transformed, a coupled system of ordinary differential equations 
obtains. By decomposing and Hankel-Laplace transforming the boundary conditions, the 
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Figure 1. A semi-infinite half-space. 
transformed solutions are obtained in a Straightforward but lengthly manner. The details of the 
solutions are omitted here. The solutions were inverted numerically. Crump' s algorithm [ 15] 
was used for the Laplace transform, and Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature [16] was used to invert the 
Hanke! transforms. The accuracy of this codewas tested extensively. 
In experiments conducted at Georgia Tech, Pierce [12] and Pierce et al. [ 13] used a Bragg 
cell to modulate a 100 JlS long laser pulse. Pierce [12] measured the temporal profile of 
numerous Bragg cell modulated Nd: Y AG pulse trains, and from this data the following curve fit 
was developed by the current authors for the temporallaser intensity f(t). 
f(t) = [1-u(t-'t8)]q 1 (t) +u(t-'t8)Be-~ I 
q 1 (t) = A(ft+l-cos(rot)) · 
A = 30 B = 2q 1 ( 't8 ) 
n 0.03 
'ts = f- -f-
f = modulation frequency, Hz 
u (t) = Heaviside step function 
'tc = 't8 /ln2 } 
(I) = 21tf . 
n = number of pulses 
(5) 
(6) 
The temporal profile predicted by Equation 5 is shown in Figure 2. Equation 5 was used for the 
temporallaser profile throughout this work. The spatiallaser pulseprofilewas assumed 
Gaussian with a 0.3 mm spot radius. All numerical results are for aluminum, at 25.4 mm from 
epicenter. Material properties of es = 3097 m/s, cL = 6108 m/s, k = 177 W/mK, 
-6 2 -6 
a = 73xl0 m 1s, and r = 23.6xl0 were used. 
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Figure 2. Temporal profile of Bragg cell modulated Iaser pulse (normalized). 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
When modulated pulse trains in the hundred KHz to low MHzrange are used, the Iaser 
pulse duration is substantially Ionger than a Q-switched pulse. This Ieads to waveforms with 
significantly different shapes than those produced by the ultra-short pulses. As an example, the 
on-epicenter displacement for a train of 5 pulses at 500 KHz is shown in Figure 3, while the 
on-epicenter displacement from a Q-switched Iaser pulse with a 5 ns rise time is shown in 
Figure 4. Notice that for the modulated waveform, there is no precursor and the shear wave 
front is not clearly defined. This was typical of all the waveforms calculated in this work, and is 
caused by the fact that the modulated Iaser pulse is on for a comparatively long time. A more 
important effect in Figure 3 isthat the longitudinal wave does not reflect the temporal profile of 
the Iaser pulse. This same effect has been observed by Spicer [11]. Thus, in this case temporal 
modulation does not shift the ultrasound frequency into the modulation frequency . 
Both displacement components were calculated for observation angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, and 
60°, and for modulation frequencies of 500 KHz, 1 MHz, and 5 MHz. It was found that 
modulation did not universally enhance dilational wave modes, while shear waves showed 
enhancement at all observation angles and all frequencies. The reason longitudinal waves were 
not enhanced under certain conditions can be seen in Figure 5, for an observationangle of 30° at 
a l MHzmodulation frequency. The radial (u,) and axial (w) displacements are shown as the 
top two waveforms in Figure 5, while the shear (us) and longitudinal ( uL) displacements (see 
Figure I) are shown as the bottarn two waveforms. From these it may be observed that the two 
dilational displacements (top two waveforms) from the numerical solutions areout of phase with 
one and other, leading to almost perfect cancellation of the modulation effect in the uL 
displacement component (bottom waveform). This does not, however, occur for the shear wave 
displacement u5 . Because all the waveforms shown in Figure 5 are for the same point in space, 
it is clear that the enhancement capability of temporal modulation for dilational waves is highly 
dependent on the orientation of any longitudinal displacement transducer at the observation 
point (see Figure 1). The reasons why the displacement components are out of phase and Iead to 
cancelations in the longitudinal wave is presently under investigation. 
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Figure 8. Displacements at 5 MHz and 60°. 
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The cancellation effect in the dilational waves occurred to varying degrees in all the 
waveforms computed in this work. Further examples are shown in Figures 6-8, at an 
Observation angle of 60°, for 5 pulse modulation trains at 500 KHz, 1 MHz, and 5 MHz. The 
modulation effect for the uL displacements is strongest at 1 MHz. While these numerical 
results have not yet been compared to experiment, the trend shown in Figures 6-8 of maximum 
enhancement of the uL displacement at 1 MHz, and lesser enhancement at higher and lower 
frequencies, agrees with trends measured experimentally by Pierce [12]. Thus, the ability of 
modulated pulse trains to enhance the dilational wave mode is dependent on the modulation 
frequency and the angle of Observation 90 • Again, Figures 6-8 show that the shear wave mode 
does not show the same sensitivity. But, the enhancement does not appear to be as strong at 5 
MHz as it is at 500 KHz or 1 MHz. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown that the signal enhancement potential of temporal intensity modulation is 
dependent on the angle of observation from the source, the modulation frequency, and for 
longitudinal waves, the orientation of the ultrasonic transducer. This is because at the 
longitudinal wave front, the displacement components arenot in phase with each other. Thus, at 
some ultrasonic transducer orientations near-perfect phase cancelation can occur, and little or no 
enhancement due to temporal modulation is obtained. Shear waves did not show this same 
sensitivity, as signal enhancement was obtained at all transducer orientations, observation 
angles, and modulation frequencies for shear wave displacements. 
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